A continued fraction can be interpreted as a composition The continued fraction (1) a, a. a (1) is called periodic if t (z) = t(z), n > 1; and if t has two distinct fixed points, zz and v, where |u|/|v| < 1, then one can write [l] 
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Clearly, lim T (z) = u fot z 4 v.
An exact truncation error for a fixed z follows easily from (3). For z = 0 and z = u this takes the forms Pn and Q be the 72th partial numerator and 72th partial denominator of (1) [5] so that T (0) = P"/Q", 72 > 1. Let P* = P" + uPn ,, Q* = Q" + uQn ., 72 > 2. Then Tniu) = P*/Q*, n > 2.
The phenomena of instantaneous convergence is not restricted to periodic fractions. Write tn in terms of its fixed points. In the three theorems that follow it is assumed that u -> u 4 0, v -> n r ' n v 4 0, \u I < |z7 I and \u\ < \v\, even though the last two restrictions may not always be necessary. Although having a formidable appearance, the hypotheses are not too difficult to satisfy. The following conditions hold.
(1) tn(C(en, un)) = N(en, un) = \z: \z -«J < eJ, « > 1.
(2) zz e C(fn, an), 72 > 1.
(3) />(<", «JCCXe^,, «"_!), »>2.
(1) follows from (8), (ii) and (10).
(2) is equivalent to \g -u\ < R , n>l, which, by (11) and (12) can be written \*»-*-<&mb-c2-l\<cn\vH\il-c*)-i.
This inequality follows from
which is equivalent to (8), if we assume (ii). (i) and (ii) suffice to imply the equivalence of this last inequality to (iii).
C(en, un)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
The hypotheses of Theorem 3 can be altered slightly to produce an alternate and possibly weaker form of (9). (1) follows from (i) and (iii). 
